REPORT IT! STOP IT!
WEB-PAGE & APP
Background

Increased cases of SGBV
No platform to document and showcases the incidences to the members of the public
People could not tell which areas to avoid

The Solution

- Report It! Stop It! Crowd mapping platform
The Tool

Patnerships to Develop the Tool

- Ushahidi platform
- The 1195 Hotline
- National Gender & Equality Commission (NGEC)
Initial Hotspots

- Nakuru
- Nyeri
- Githurai 45
- Kisumu

- Incidences Reported
  - Stripping of female commuters
- Interventions
  - The #MyDressMyChoice Campaign
- Outcome
  - Conviction of Githurai 45 perpetrators
Statistics

60% of women do not feel safe while using public transport

1 in 3 women have experienced SGBV

In Nairobi alone 78% of female commuters have experienced SGBV while using public transport

58% of these incidences are perpetrated by PSV crews
Common Forms Harassment Against Women & Girls

- Verbal Insults
- Groping/Manspreading
- Sexualized Gestures
- Strippping
- Stalking
- Physical Harassment
Areas Prevalent To sexual Harassment

- Where, by who, When?
Coping Mechanisms

- Ignore
- Retaliate
- Walk Away
- Report to the Police
- Report to the Sacco?Company management
- Confront the perpetrator
The Webpage Features

- A reporting tab
- A contact list: where to get help
- Contact Flone
- More resources - Legal provisions
  - Map
“I experienced it too on my way to Thika, Kenya... I was in college then and naive, wasn't sure how to react. I kept on pushing off his hand but he brought it back... aiii. I later told my Mum. It’s not all about dressing. I was well covered.”

“A gang of six robbed a boda boda rider at gunpoint, took his motorcycle and gang raped his 23 years old passenger were today injured at their hideout at Gitwamba village by DCI Detectives.”

Matatu conductor was forcefully demanding for my mobile contacts and my name, when I refused he started insulting me despite confrontation from the fellow crew members, I wondered why on earth should someone force me to give my contact details and names considering he was a stranger. This was happening despite the presence of NTSA officers along that road"

“My friend told me unknown man touched her butts and threatened her to keep quiet when she was passing and tried to unzip her trouser but he didn’t manage to rape her somebody came to her rescue”
Our Interventions

- Capacity Building
- Gender Mainstreaming
- SRHR Awareness
- Self Protection
- Human/Women Rights in Transport
- Indepth Research

SOURCE: FEMALE OPERATORS AND COMMUTERS FINDINGS (2017)
Boosting Accessibility

- The RISI App Launched
Leveraging the Use of the App

- Sensitization on how to use
- Increase the No of Downloads
- Noting suggestions and improving the application

Challenges

- Storage consumption
- Privacy
- Data consumption
- Accessibility to people without Internet access